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ARA raises food prices
By CHERYL WILLIS
Guardian Aaeociate Writer
The food services committee
accepted most of the proposed
food increases during a meeting
held yesterday afternoon.
The price of milk and entrees in
the cafeteria was held at the
current cost. This was done in an
effort to help the crunch most
dorm students are feeling with
their coupons. As Skip Kessler,
Hamilton Hall representative,
pointed out, to change the costs in
the middle of a semester is unfa-because there is nothing t' -orm
students can do.

ARA die kin! to raise price* at yesterday's meeting.
Guardian photo by Ken Budzek

ALSO STAYING at the same
price are the submarine sandwiches found in the Rathskeller
and in Allyn Hail.

The price of milkshakes will be
increasing from 40 to 55 cents.
The reason given for the increase,
according to Dare! Lantz, Campus
Director of ARA. was because
there had been no increase in two
yearo. The increase goes tc pay
for the rising cost of ice cream,
and because they are handmade.
Carbonated beverages will be
raised five cents.
COMMITTEE members voiced
a concern on keeping the cost of
' -itional products the same,
while trying to economize in the
other areas, such as the milkshakes. the soda pop, and the
liquor.
Beer will increase five cents c
glass, from $1.80 to $2.00 for a

pitcher, and from $2.00 :o $2.35
for a six-pack.
Hamburger will increase five
cents. Lantz pointed out that they
are still using pure beef patties.
THE COST OF soup and chili in
the Faculty Dining Room will also
go up. A cup of soup will now sell
at 60 cents, a bowl of soup will
sell at 75 cents, and a bowl of chili
will go from 65 to 75 cents.
Digressing from the major issues at hand, Lantz pointed out
that the Faculty Dining Room
loses over $400 each week while
the cafeteria loses over $1500
each week.
Major losses in the cafeteria
are due to paying for the labor
needed to keep it open over
weekends and in the evenings.

With 700 signatures so far

Caucus plans to restart H.A.L. T. petition drive
By DANIEL DEPASQtlALE
Guardian Special Writer
Student Caucus plans to restart
the H.A.L.T. (High Ambition,
Low Tuition; petition drive, next
week.

"IT'S AMAZING to see the
r e s p o n s e , " Lord said. "Most
students don't want to hang
around after classes, but when
they saw that we were petitioning
for lower tuitions, everyone
wanted to sign."

Caucus Nursing Representative
Lisa Lord said that the drive,
Lord feels that past student
aimed at stopping Governor apathy has caused the Mate
Rhodes' budget cuts for higher legislature to disregard «urfenta'
education, netted over 700 sig- importance in the constituency.
natures in four days, during the
"During our voter registration
week of Mirch 5.
drive, most people did not even

know if they were already registered," she claimed. "The state
government simply feels that
students don't care. H.A.L.T is a
positive move to show thai students do care about the way the
state runs and effects their
lives."

tatives. and if we have campaigns
as successful as this one in the
future, then the state may finally
realize that students do care."
According to Lord and reports
from other University sources,
the budget cut could cost students
between $80 and $90 per year.
One of the founders of the
QUESTIONED ON her confi- H.A.L.T. movements. Nancy Tagdence in H. A.L.T.'s success. Lord lione of O.S.A. (Ohio Student Asreplied, "This is a beginning. If sociation) has already presented
students start makirg phone calls the legislature with mail and
of writing letters to their represen- petitions from other Ohio schools.

Lord stated there has been no
feedback from either government
or Wright State officials. She
added that WSU executives and
faculty should be proud and
happy "that students are putting
their education to good use."
According to Lord, "We plan to
start the drive again next week,
outside of Allyn Hall Lounge. We
also plan to collect signatures in
the dorms, again. Last quarter
dorm students contributed ov-rr
100 signatures."

Man pleads guilty to misdemeanor charge in bookstore thefts.
By CHERYL WILLIS
Guardian Aaaorlate Writer
A man apprehended by Wright
State police officers earlier this
month has pl?aded guilty to a
misdemeanor attempted theft
charge in the Fairborn court.
Steve R. Wiitses, 4264 Briar
Place, Dayton, pleaded guilty
march 23 and was sentenced to
spend 30 days in jail and pay a
$250 fine. All of the sentence was
suspended except six days and
$150 of the fine.
CAMPUS POLICE apprehended Watson on March 20.
after an employee observed Wation taking text books off the shelf
and writing his name in the
books, according to Brent Young,
assistant manager for operations
a! the bookstore. Watson would
then take the books to the
bookstore buy-back window.
Young noted that records show

Watson had sold a large number
of used test books back to the
bookstore in the past.
He also noted that an armed
security guard (who is not a WSU
police officer) now patrols the
bookstore.
ACCORDING TO WSU officer
D. Burdick, the WSU bookstore is
not the only campus bookstore
that was hit by Watson.
In other matters around the
WSU campus, a 1977 Firebird
was stolen from the Millett narking lot March 9. The car has not
yet been recovered and the
investigation is continuing.

Also reported on the same dete
was a missing auditron from
WWSU. According to Burdick,
the theft of the auditron is

reported to Publications, who will
handle the problem.
OTHER MAJOR thefts included four missing typewriters.
Three of the typewriters were
IBM Selectrics, valued from $152
to $420. and the other is a
Smith-Corona, valued at $160.

car that was parking. The reason her radio was on so kind iliat sSie
for the accident, given by the could not hear the horn of the
driver of the car parking, was thit other driver's car.

thursday
Friday last day to register
Tomorrow is the last day to regis!er or add classes.

Other thefts include a recl-toreel tape recorder and a heavy
duty label maker, taken from
Millett. Also taken was $252 in
personal property from a station
wagon parked in the Creative
Arts Center parking lot. Items
taken included a tire and wheel, a
wool sweater and a suede jacket.
There was also an auto accident
at the three-way stop near Allyn
Hall when an uoto stopped at the
sign was struck from the rear by a

weather
Mostly cloudy through tomorrow, wiih scattered shtwefs or
thunderstorms today and tonight. Highs today in the high 66? to 70.
Low temperatures tonight in the upper 40s to low 50s, with high*
tomorrow in the upper 60s rati 70s.

paychecks
Students should pick up thv-ir paychecks i:i the bas- r... at of A!!yo
Hall across from Health Services from 8:30 to 12 Friday, from 12
on, checks will be available as usual from the payroll window.
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( UNITED PRESS INTERNA TIONAL
Independent schools continue strong in U.S.
By PATRICU MCCORMACK
, I'PI Education Editor
Independent .nools continue
strong in the United States.
They number H2S and incl-de
military academies, some gone
coed; boarding and day schools,
most now cacC, 100.
Despite a continuing decline in
school age population and in the
face of tiigtter tuitions - $3,000 a
year is n.it unusui. enrollment,
at over 3,000. is uj, 1.2 percent,
the second year of increase.
THAT IS .1 '-ording to this
academic year * National Association of Independent Schools
survey.
The increase is significant.
That is. if you view it in terms of
the declining pool of school age
children - s r#rt thai already has
forced the cloving jr consolidation
of many Clemenary schools around the cni.iir and has affected secondare .-hools for the
second year iti a row.
John C. Estv Jr., president of
NA!S. interpiTts the increase this
way:

• THE AMERICAN people are
responding to the availability of
an educations' alternative ana are
willing to sacraticc financially to
do so."
The financial sacrifices in the
ease of a top boarding school
couk^ amount to around $6,000 a
year including roim and board,
tuition, sees and M> forth.
Working motners these days
boos -iime t'amilies' inrome sufficiently to be aole to afford an
independent school. Bui the
schools also oflcr financial aid.
Seventeen percent of those enrolled share in about $50 million
of financial aid.
MANY SCHOOLS, further.
ha><- established loai and deterred vis mem program- deigned to
att'aei many more youngsters
from niiddle income families.
There also is a continuing
program of seeking minority students. This fall the NAI*. reported
a 1 percent increase ii> both
minority enrollment and staffing

4. Bunting & Lyon's Guide to
Private Schools. Papcrback, 238
North Main St., Waliingford
Conn. 06492.
5. The Handbook of Private
THE CORE of the program Schools, Porter Sargent. PublishTHE INDEPENDENT schools
most
often
is
strictly
bas»
acaer;
11 Beacon St , Boston. Mass
come in all price ranges, as any
02108
parents shopping around find. demic skill*
THREE GUIDELINES:
Students needing individual inThey also come at various levels
Shop around. You have a wide
struction get i
of academics:
The handiest resource if you
choice. NAIS membership inThe academic expectations and
cludes
68 girls' day schools: l-*
experience within these schools want further information about
vary as widely as the schools independent schools: tit: guid- girls' boarding; 51 boys' day: 34
ance office of yout local Softool
boys' boarding; 250 coed duy: 111
themselves.
coed elementary ; 91 coed boardHERE ARE SOME guides to ing.
SOME SCHOOLS maintain
Visit several schools. Don't just
very demanding academic stan- write for or seek in a bookstore:
;. Boarding Schools. 4 Liberty accept a catalog's version of any
dards. enrolling only those students whose previous school ex- iquare. Boston. Mass 02109. thing.
TRY TO GET an opinion about
perience has been successful. Free. Includes information on day
student eligibility. Schools listed the school from students who
They are highly competitive.
1
have attended and their parents.
Many others offer equally cha
By state.
2. Independent Secondary
Don't expect independent
lenging programs for their su
perior students but also provide Schools. A Handbook. Secondary schools to be 100 percent free of
challenging and supportive pro- School Admission Test Board. three problems bothering public
grams for students of average to Box 1826. Princeton, N.J. 08541. schools: experimentation with narabove average ability.
3. THE EDUCATIONAL Regis- cotics, alcohol and sex. TeenThe opportunity for active par- ter. Vincent-Curtis. 224 Claren- agers do these things from the
ticipation through small classes is don St.. Room 24, Boston, Mass. best and worst of families, in the
best and worst of schools.
at the very heart of independent 02166.

Black enrollment in NAIS
schools in 1967 was 3,720. Today
it is 12,000. Total minority enrollment is 19.000.

Ohio's privacy law confusing
COLUMBUS UPI - Ohio's privacy law must be amended to
''protect the public's right to
know." Will',am Oertel. executive
director of the Ohio Newspaper
Associki"/oii. told a legislative
panel Wednesday.
Oertel told the Senate Judiciary
Committee that there "is a great
deal of confusion" op. the part of
public agencies concerning what
record* are open to the public.
He referred to a December
ruling ty the Ohio Supreme Court
In a case brought by the Wooster
Republican Printing Co.. which
•aid (hat certain police records
could be kept la private.
THE HIGH COURT noted that
thr state privacy l«w and the
public records law conflict, and

said the most recent one, the
privacy law. should prevail.
The committee is considering
an amendment that w.njid es
sentially s»y thai all records that
were public before the Supreme
Court ruling should remain in (he
public domain.
Committee Chairman Marigene ValiquetCe, D-Toltdo. said
opponents would b ; heard next
week.
OERTEL SAID the Legislature
never intended to close certain
records when it wrote I*-; privacy
statute and said perhaps the best
step would be to repeal the
privacy law and start over.
"Nc law is betvr than a bad
law," he said.
Jchn Clauk, assistant man-

aging editor for the Cleveland
Plain Dealer, testified concerning
the problems his newspaper has
l.ad collecting previously public
information.
HE SAID THE current conflict
allows 'public officials who may
or may not be above suspicion" to
withhold information.
Ohio Attorney General WJiatc
J. Brown sent the committee a
letter saying "law enforcement
officials should not have to
guess" as to what law to follow,
but note that the bill now being
considered could possibly create
more confusion.
He said he would be willing to
work with the Legislature to write
a bill that would protect the
media's access to information.

education. Classes at me independent boarding schools, for
example, generally range in size
from eight to IK students

Coal tax decision
will be appealed
COLUMBUS UPI • State Tax
Commissioner Edgar L. Lindley
said yesterday the state of Ohio
will appeal a federal court decision which ruled the state's
15-month old coal use tax unconstitutional last week,
Lindley said he has asked the
state attorney general's office to
appeal to the U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals from last week's ruling
by Judge William K Thomas of
U.S. District Court in Cleveland.
The commissioner said the
state feels Thomas' order enjoining collection of the graduated
excise tax "goes beyond ;he
scope of what was necessary" t»
prevent a restraint of interstate
trade.
LINDLEY SAID the court could
have merely required the Kztz i?
apply the 14-40 perceat per ton
tax uniformly. It war, graduated to

tax out-of-state coal higher.
The commissioner also said the
state questions the standing of
Mapco, Inc.. the plaintiff, to
bring suit against the tax since it
does not pay the tax.
He also pointed out the tax is
being challenged in the Oh;o
Supreme Court, which "might
well come to the opposite con
elusion."
"IF WE LET this federal court
decision stanl, we might well
wind up with conflicting deci
sions," said Lindley. " W e feel we
have to keep it alive until we gc
some kind of accoru or coo
elusion."
Meanwhile, state Sen. Sam
.'•peck. R-New Copcord. proposed
a flat coal use tax of 25 cent* per
ton on all major coal purchases in
Ohio to repiaoc the graduated
coal tax.

Trucking companies want specials exemptions from gas rationing
President Carter has asked
WASHINGTON UPI • Witaesses trooped to a House energy Congress to approve a gasoline
subcommittee today to say gaso- rationing plan as a standby to
line rationing is Fine for an have ready if energy problems
emergency. If it could just be reach a crisis. Energy Secretary
made to apply to somebody else. James Shlesinger has said that
point would not be reached unless
What about garbage trucks? there were nearly a total cutoff of
What about delivery trucks? la the oil the United States imports,
fact, what about all light commer- which totals nearly half the
cial trucks? For that matter, what nation's daily supply.
about all gasoline-powered
trucks? Witnesses asked for speREP. JOHN DINGELL. Diich., chairman of the energy
rial exem^ji^js for those. ,

subcommittee of the House Commerce Committee, has said he
has heard much comment about
the rationing plan. Most people
say they want it to apply to
somebody else, he said.
Today's testimony bore him
out.
Lana Batts of the American
Trucking Associations Inc. said in
a prepared statement that gasoline-powered trucks are "a public
utility" deserving to be treated

differently from personal automobiles.
THOMAS BROWNE of Greenwich. Conn., vice president of
United Parcel Service, said a
priority should be given any
vehicle carrying cargo or mad.
Harold Grist of Oak P«,rk,
Mich., vice president of the
National Truck Equipment Association. agreed that light-duty
commercial trucks deserve a special break because they are "used

for vital public puapiscs" and
should not be classed with csrs
and vehicles used for fun.
Eugene Wingerter of Washington. director of the NatkwaJ Solid
Wastes Mana
t Association. said garb
..cis should
be allotted 100 percent of fteir
gasoline, needs, even in an emergency requiring rationing.
"WE CANNOT shut down garbage collection and disposal operations for a few days because
we have run out of gas," he said.
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WAIT A MIKJUTE,
YOU HATE PIZZA!

I 00, BUT I LOVE
WHAT WE GET WITH IT.

WHAT'S THAT?

PASS A MUSHROOM

WHAT TASTES BETTER
WITH PIZZA THAN MAYBE
ANYTHING ELSE INI THE
ENTIRE. 15AIR
v fA/T/gf WORLP? y

I PUNNO.

HOW STUPIP OF ME

YAY-Y-Y-y/

WHY DO YOU THI
THEY CALL 'EM
TASTE BUDS ANYWAY?
KING O ' » m i

• « W V » H U K » • « • *T
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[OPINIONS

Vl!6nmT0»,H&Z£ we COHEH
Beft/wx> cuxej) tkars
/7^~Kk>- j u i f t
( KMKWtes AT THE.
XWHITE N < * 6 E ! _ V

Center birthday
Gosh, how time flies. In 1969 the United Slates was at war with
Vietnam. Protests were numerous and the environment was
something to be concerned about. And. in the midst of all that social
turmoil, a relatively new University was constructing e University
Center.
In the 10 years since then major issues have come and gone. The
University has done a lot of growing and so has the Center it was
responsible far bringing into existence.
Friday the U. C. v birthday will be celebrated with President
Kegerreis cutting cake, balloons by the thousand, and other such
festive obsenances.
In light of the birthday the Guardian would like to encourage
students to take advantage of what the U.C. has to offer in the way
of entertainment and student organizations. We would also advise
everyone to pause far a moment to reflect on the fact that 10 years
do pass quickly. In another decade we may not be able to appreciate
those things about the University Center that we now both
appreciate and chide.
Happy Birthday, U.C.

Theatre congratulations
The Guardian wishes to congratulate the Theatre Arts
Department far the excellent prodvction of Look Back in Anger.
Look Back in Anger was recently selected to be performed at the
prestigious Kennedy Center far the Performing Arts. This is an
honor few 14-year-oid Theatre Arts Departments can claim.
The cast and crew, along with the production personnel, also
deserve a hearty "well done. " It was their talent and dedication
which determined the quality of the production.
Congratulations are also due to Suzy Q. Campbell for the award
she received for Costume Design.
Best of luck during your upcoming trip to Washington. D C.
Break a leg. folks.

W e welcome
your opinions
Guardian Staff
editor... gaylon vickers
managing editor, chuck Stevens
: : associate editor...mike hosier
:: news editor... bob myers
gl wire editor...j.f. carroll
S business manager..
: ad manager...lance goldberg
assistant ad manager... tracy jane
copy personnel...melanie updike. lisa aurand. craig thomes
£
| layout staff sue tarkin. ellen shoecaft
typesetters...c.jackson hamilton. teresu westerheide, rose ferguson i:
: graphic artists...sandie woodard. john kleperis, pat kirwen
?: photographer, ken budzek
reporters...r.l. metcalf robert canady. aim scheidt. lora lewis. S
cheryl wiUis. adrienne mcevoy. kevin thornton. granger butler. §
carol howell. dori violin, dan depasquale
secretaries...linda evans. robin acklin
|
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Animal House projects fallacies
By MARY ANNE ROBINSON
Guardian Guent Columnist
The stereotypes found in such films as
National Lampoon's Animal House project
fallacies of Greek involvement.
Among these stereotypes is the wild sex and
booze party image, the belief that member of
Greek organizations have money and arc willing
to pay for their friendships and that fraternity
members are insecure and feel the need to
belong.
THESE IMAGES about fraternities and
sororities generally differ from real life. Greek
organizations actually do exist for more than
social activity. They involve themselves with
various legitimate philanthropic endeavors, as
well as campus and community services,
individual growth and vast scholarship opportunities for fraternity members.
Each national Greek organization has a
national charity to which it offers aid. Greeks
participate in fund-raising activities for such
groups as Project Hope. Pittman Hail, The
Kennedy School for the Deaf, Tiic National
Association for R<;tard?d Citizens aod The
American Heart Association.
Local charities are also supported through
activities like "Rowing for Dollars" for Muscular Dystrophy, Walk-A-Thons. Telethons and
the collection of canned goods for local
orphanages. Greeks also visit convalescent
centers and construct playground equipment for
retarded children.
GREEk ORGANIZATIONS also participate in
many programs that benefit both Wright State
University and its students. According to Roger
Holmes, assistant director of Student Development. sorori'ies and fravrnities have participated in ground breaking ceremonies, the
building of Achilles Hill, serving as aids to
direct outside visitors to meeetings and the
summer orientation program for new students.
Without their services, the University would
have to use paid personnel.
Fraternity and sorority members, Holmes
believes, are also very supportive of athletic
teams and have more school spirit and involvement in school affairs than tile average student.
He maintains that Greek societies can "provide
some of the student-life aspects that a commuter
school isn't able to provide in a way a residential
school can."
Involvement in his fraternity, said Brett
Huston, president of Phi Kappa Tau, "gives me
an opportunity to expand my knowledge of the
University. Things that arc publicized arour.d
campus are brought to our attention." By

becoming a part of the Greek system at Wright
State, Siobhan Henrcssy of Delta Zeta sorority
has come to' know more about the college itself
and what it can do for me."
"GREEK GROUPS foster leadership skills
more so than any other," stated Jo Ervin,
assistant director of Student Development. She
believes that students really have the skill and
knowledge to pursue a career, but without
involvement in co-curricular activities, they
cannot gain valuable leadership skills. Fraternities and sororities arc involved in a good many
projects that require planning and leadership
skills. The structure of Greek organizations also
creates an atmosphere that encourages its
members to develop their own potentials.
Greek affiliation enables you to "watch
somebody else grow because you've helped
them," stated Steve Percival of Sigma Phi
Epsilon Iralernity. The overriding goal of most
Greek organizations is not to moll its members
into a predetermined set of characteristics, but
to encourage individuals to develop their
potentials to the fullest.
"It's like being in the Boy Scouts all over
again." joked Chris Cavender of Beta Phi
Omega fraternity. The diversity and the
common bond are what make the Greeks strong.
Because of the diversity of interests, a fraternity
member is exposed to a variety of personalities
and backgrounds.
"IT'S NICE BEING able to see people you
know and like in the Rathskeller and Allyn Hall
lounge." asserted Todd Volz. a member of
Sigma Phi Epsilon.
One of the benefits of Greek association is this
fellowship of its members. Fraternities offer
their members a sense of belonging and a
chance to develop friendships which will last
beyond their college days. Alumni Associations,
along with other collegiate chapters, are
established throughout the country and welcome any member of their fraternity.
Greek organizations also offer a great rieal of
other social activities. Of course, there are
parties. These panics enable a person to 'get
some social life at Wright State," remarked Don
Vochringer of Beta Phi Omega. Like any other
student organization, sororities and fraternities
enjoy getting together, having a good time.
Greeks participate together in intramural sports
as well as campus events such as May Daze,
Winter Daze and October Daze. Separately,
fraternities and sororities often attend plays,
concerts, ir.d lectures. They may also entertain
guest speakers.

»«•
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'Super Jock'ciarifies statementsmadein article
To the editor:
I would like to clear up a couple
of things that the article about \'.he
WWSU's "Super Jocks Big Blow
out" did not clarify.
First off. I believe to the utmost
that our professionality is of the
same caliber as that of area
stations. We do not. and will not
"prove" to the masses that we
are professional. Because, in the
truest of light, we are indeed
"professional." The people who

indeed devote their time freely to
the ideals of WWSU - KM are
most professional in their manner
of constantly maintaining the
image of "our" station.
The amount of time given
freely of those who strive hard for
consistent professionality is priceless. We have always thought of
"ourselves" as professional, and
always will.
In the ar»a of rhe "Super Jocks

Big Blowout" we are just mainlining this r*travagan;a for this
Friday only. The main reason
being: as Disc Jockeys we w anted
something that wmild be fun to do
for everyone to enjoy.
The "Super Jock Big Blowout"
was a combined idea of Jack
Rutledge, Mike Randall, the
numerous on-air Jocks, and myself. But I must admit that I have
done a lot' of the leg work involved

in making it become a reality.
My beliefs are that you. as a
community, believe in that which
we arc doing, and it's proven
through the numerous letters of
support we received as of late.
Not to mention the mar v phone
calls requesting songs or just to
chat with the D.J. on the air at .he
time the call was received.
The fact o' the entire mauer is,

I do hope each and every one of
vcu out there takes the time out to
hsien to the "Super Jocks Big
B l o w u t " this Friday. You'll be in
for a Dig surprise when you tune
us in, because without your
support, we might have just
fizzled into the infinities of space,
Catch you on the radio, OK?
Curt Boykin (Noon Buffoon|
Assistant Programming Director
WWSU-FM

Readers respond to Mix's 'questions to life' article
To the editor:
I. as a person deeply concerned
with my relationship with God.
am increasingly becoming disturbed with the references to
meditation made by many modern Christians.
In a recent article/editorial, a
Mr. David Mi* belittles the
meditative practice of going within and lumps together yoga,
eastern philosophy, and "conscience" altering drugs (!'m assuming he meant "consciousness").
I am used to people being less
than knowledgeable about these
things, but for apparently wellintentioned. God-seeking individuals to be unknowledgeable
about the very things they ought
to be practicing makes tr.e fear for
mankind in general.

r

Going within, yoga, eastern
philosophy and the use of drugs
are all part of Biblical heritage,
and yet the Bible is quoted as
being against these concepts.
Jesus said. "My yoga is easy"
(I can hear the multitudes shouting. "yoke, he said yoke" - even
though they mean the same
thing. And. "If English was gooii
enough for Jesus it's good
enough for me.").
Jesus said. "The Kingdom of
God is Within. " That is only one
of his teachings based in eastern
philosophy.
Christians hold Moses to have
been a great, holy prophet, yet
this holv prophet, according to
the Bible, employed mind altering drugs in leading the worship of God. God even told Moses
how to mix the drugs (Exodus 30).

If a person wants to join one of
the Christian religions to be a
powerful egotistic leader, that is
his problem.
If a person joins in order to feel
a sense of belonging or to protect
himself from accusations of inner
emptiness by being able to wave
the word " C h r i s t i a n " like a
banner on his forehead, then let
that person fulfill those needs.
If. however, a person wants
more, if a person truly desires to
see God and achieve at-one-ment
with God. then meditation and
going within arc essential. If a
"Christian" denies a seeker
these means it can only be due to
fear and an underlying lack of
faith in his own. dear Christianity.
This quarter I will begin my
fifth year of practicing and teach-

ing meditation. In my formal
classes and lectures 1 have yet io
see a Christian seeker of God w ho
truly desired to learn about his
ability to know God more t»>an he
desired to convert me to using
only "Christian" words. I don't
believe that there are no Christians on this campus who want to
learn more about their own faith's
higher dimensions.
Rather than being defensive
upon hearing words like "meditation" or "yoga," try learning
about these things in your own
traditions. I have gone to some
trouble and expense to be fully
prepared to discuss Christian
prayer and meditation in my free
miniversity classes, but no one,
so far. wants to discuss it. Why?
Richard Edgerton

To the editor:
want you to know that I
enjoyed the article by David Mix
in the Mar. 27 Guardian. God has
made it plain that the only way
that a person can find meaning in
life is to be in touch with the
being that created him. Jesus did
not come to earth to burden us
with rules we are not capable of
keeping, but rather to give us the
ability to experience the true
meaning of life (John 10 10).
To be sure, living for Christ
requires us to trust Him .bsoluteIv in all things. However. all that
is lost are the chains that bind us
to a (utile existence.
Wult Smith

5 0 % ° f f o n a" Clothing
(a!! items sold below cost)
no limitations....nothing pulled back!
at your friendly neighborhood WSU Bookstore

University Center Day only
( Friday March 3 0 )
^

Free WSU decal to all customers ^
8:30 am-7:00 pm Mon.-Th.
8:30 am-12:30 pm Sat.
8:30 am-4:30 pm Fri.

J
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NEWS SHORTS
today
Radio Club Mvetlng
Wright State University Amitucr Radio Oub will hold its
first meeting this quarter »t
(heir uew club station in 301
Fawcett on March 29. 1979 at
4:00 p.m.

friday
Wheelchair Sport* C iub
The Wheelchair Sports Club
will be holding theii first
meeting of the quarter, Friday. March 30 in 043 UC. The
meeting, which will begin at 2
p.m., will include a discussion
and planning on this quarter's
coming events. Membership
for a year includes a free club
t-shirt for a $5 membership.
Everyone is welcome.
Intitule* For Area Educator*
Tie Wright State University
College of Continuing and
C immunity Education is sponsorins two Advanced Institutes for Classroom Teachers
and Educational Leaders.
The first institutes, entitled
"Legal, Professional, Ethical,
Issues." will covcr such topics
as teacher liability, student
rights, status of school finance
legislation, parent rights, collective bargaining, teacher
tenure and teacher evaluation.
The three sessions of this
institute will be held on March
30-31; Apri! 20-21; and May
4-5. Friday sessions are from 6
p.m. to 10 p.m.. and Saturday
sessions are from 8:30 a.m. to
2 p.m.
The sccond institute, en'ltled
"(Major Leadership Cono r s . " geared primarily for
•ducs'.ion/jl leaders UKL administrator *01 cxr mine such
topics as "leadership develop
• r a t . educational law and the
sinleashing of creative potential for leadership."
This institute will also take
place in three sessions on
April 6-7; April 27 28: rnd
May 11-12. Friday session arc
from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m., and
Saturday session from 8JQ
Each i m i t a t e costs S I M . ;
which includes three dinners,
three luncheons. coffee end
»ollt. and three quarter-hours
of graduate credit in Education.
For further information, contact the WSU College of
Continuing and Community
Education at 873-2460.

The School of Medicine will be
holding groundbreaking ceremonies on Friday, March 30.
at 3:00 p.m. to mark the
construction phase of Medicai
Sciences Phase ' In ease of
inclement weather, indoor arrangements have been made.

LCB Pay One Price Night
The biggest party of spring 79
is coming your way this Friday
night and all it costs you is one
dollar! Come on-join UCB in
the University Center from
8-12:30 p.m. to listen to the
Dayton Yellow Springs Band,
square dance with a live
square dance caller, disco in
the Rat. mellow out with
Connie Hubcr, and watch the
crazy antics of the Marx
Brothers. Make plans now to
come to the best party in town!

coming up
Mcdical College Admission
Test Seminar
The Medical college admission
test review seminar will be
held Saturday, March 31 from
8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. The
seminar will be held in 132
Oclman and is sponsored by
the Prcmedical Advisory
Committee.
Argonauts Scuba Club
The Arognauts Scuba Club will
be having a general meeting
for all interested people-divers
"Snd n0n"-divers. The program
for the April 2nd meeting is a
Cousteau film and a discussion
on underwater archeology.
Come sink to new depths with
the Argonauts on April 2nd.
6-8 p.m., 043 University Center'
"Fun Run"
Members of Mercy Medical
Center's staff and the Clark
County Unit of the American
Cancer Society arc advising
area residents to secu?tly tie
theif rynnbjg Khoe* on Ayril 1.
They are sponsoring the first
annual "Nobody's Foot Classic", a running competition
which will be host'*d Sunday,
April 2 for the berefll of the
local cancer ocganuatioc.
The race will feature both a 2.0
mile "fun run" for entrants
who enjoy running at their own
pace and a 4 .S male event for
athMe« who want a competitive challenge. ••
Commenting on the name
•election, Keith Reals, Mercy's assistant administrator of
finance and co-chairman of the
race committee, explained,
"Running, to keep in shape
and entering the race to help
support the Cancer Society's
work are very poaitive things
to do-we through the name.
Nobody's Fool Classic, helped
to convey that idea "
Co-chairman George McCann,
a local pharmacist who is a
member of the Cancer Society
and an avid runner himself,
believes the race will attract a
large cross section of runners.
" T h e organization of duel
events has never been done
before in the area. We believe
this unique set-up will maxi-

mize enjoyment for all skill
levels."
The 2.0 mile event will start at
I:IS p.m. »t the Springfield
Art Center and the 4.S mile
run will begin at 1:30 p.m. at
Mercy Medical Center. Both
will end in the west end of
Snyder Park where awards will
be presented, the top three
finishers in each age category
of the 4.S mile run will receive
plaques. All 2.0 mile entrants
wno finish will receive a
participation award. Souvenir
patches »yill also be given to
those who enter the race by
March 26.
Registration forms arc available at local sporting goods
stores or they may be obtained
by calling the Dark CountyUnit of the American Cancer
Society (324-4105) or the Mercy medical Center Public Relations Office (399-7121 ext.
22331. The entry fee is S5 00.
All proceeds will be give to the
Cancer Society.
Rehab Club Meeting
The Rehab Club will hold its
April meeting on April 2 from
4:00 - 5:30 p.m. in 172 Millett.
For further information, phone
M. Novak at 835-2458. The
speaker at the meeting will be
Dr. James Dillehay. Associate
Dean of Education and Director of the Divisit*! of Educational Leadership and Human
Services
Toxdogy Seminar
The Wright State University
environmental health faculty
will hold a day-long training
seminar at WSU on Thursday,
April S, to acquaint area health
agencies and industries with
hazardous waste disposal
problems. The seminar will
also examine possible solutions.
Representatives from the U.S.
and Ohio Environmental protection Agencies (EPA) will
participate in the seminar,
which will begin at 9 a.m. and
end at 4 ».m.. in room 155 in
the University Center on
WSU's main campus.
Dr. William S. Brewrr. assistant professor In the WSU
environmental health department will give a background
on toxicology (the science of
dealing with poisons and their
effects), how it affects individuals and why. from 9 a.m. to
10:30 a.m.
Dr. Wayne W. Carmichael,
WSU asssistant professor of
biological sciences, will talk
from 10:45 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
on the sources of toxic substances in water and the
effects on people and animals.
From 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.. a
representative from the U.S.
EPA will review :he intention
of the Resources Conservation
and Recover Act of 1976,

which is aimed at controlling
the methods of handling hazardous wastes and recycling
them where possible.
From 2 p.m. to 3 p.m., Don
Day, chief of the Ohio EPA's
land disposal operations, will
look at the problems facing
Ohio, where the wastes are
coming from and what can be
done.
In the final session, from 3:15
p.m. to 4 p.m.. a representative from the Ohio EPA will
take a closer look at some of
the things that can be done
now to effectively handle toxic
wastes.
For more information, call Jim
Lucas at 873-2083.
One-man Shakespeare Show
To Be Staged At WSU
William Shakespeare will be
artistically recreated on Friday. April 6, at 8 p.m., when
British actor Rob Inglis performs "William Shakespeare I
Persons" at Wright State University's Concert Hall in the
Creative Arts. Center.
As part of the Wright State
University Artist Series, Inglis
will put on a one-man show
portraying several moods of
Shakespeare, the artist and
man.
Inglis is a veteran actor, who
was in the first experimental
"Theatre of Cruelty" team for
the Royal Shakespeare company. He has been a member
of the National and Royal
Court Theatre Companies in
England, in the London production of the mus:;al "Oliver" and a member of the old
Tote, Jane Stree and South
Australian Theatre Companies
in Australia.
He has been acclaimed for his
one-man "Canterbury Talcs"
show, which has toured U.S.
universities annually since
19!>7. Since 1971, he has
headed a project called "Ecological Theatre," the use of
the performing arts tc study
man in the environment.
Inglis spent a year researching
and writing "William Shakespeare In Persons." and documents the events in Shakespeare's life on which his
performance is based.
The show is directed by Malcom Morrison, resident director at the Rose Bruford College
of Speech and Drama, Kent.
England. He has directed for
more than 6U oroductions to
his credit, including full-scale
grand opera and musicals. His
wort has taken him all ov»t me
world, including Prajts^. Australia. Jamaica. Malta and
Moscow.
Inglis will arire at Wright
State on April 5 to serve as
artist-in-res'.dence for two
days, during which time he
will meet with WSU drama
students and faculty.
For ticket information for the
Friday evening performance of
"William Shakespeare In Persons," phone 873-2900.
The next production of the
Wright State Artist Series will
feature the New York Woodwind Quintet in concert, on
Thursday, April 19, at 8 p.m.
at the Concert Hall of the WSU
Creative Arts Center.

Dr. Peggy Chinn To Lectare
The third presentation of the
Wright State University School
of Nursing's Free Lecture
Series will be held Saturday,
April 21. 1979. 10-12 noon in
109 Oelman Hall on the main
campus.
Dr. Peggy L. Chinn. Professor,
Wright State University School
of Nursing, will examine the
changes and traits of parenthood for the health of society
and the nurse's roles and
responsibilities in relation to
future parenthood. Dr. Chinn
has written extensively in the
area of child nursing. Among
her publications is the book
Child Health Maintenance:
Concepts for Family Centered
Care, AJN Book of the Year,
1974. The second edition will
be published in the spring of
1979.
The program is open to the
public. There is no charge for
the lecture. For additional
information, call the School of
Nursing 873-3131.

BIKE-A-THON
Saturday. May 19 is the date
set for the annual fund raising
even of The American Cancer
Society and The Miami Valley
Regional Bicycle Committee.
The Tunder Road Bike-AThon, which drew 800 area
cyclists last year, is expected
to have between 1.400 and
1,500 participants in this
year's Saturday, May 19 ride,
rain or shine. Route locations
include Kettering. Miamisburg, Huber Heights and The
River Corridor Bikeway.
According to Bike-A-Thon
general chairman Robert H.
Meyer, retired President of
Reynold and Reynolds, last
year's 800 participants cycled
a total of 32,500 miles to
collect over S57.000 from local
sponsors. "The key to high
participation in the Tundet
Road Bike-A-Thon." says
Meyer, "is that it's not a race
or a contest."
"Every mile a cyclist rides
adds up pledged donations to
aid in the fight against cancer
and to help improve local
bicycle safety and facilities.
That brings the people out for
a day of bike riding that means
more than fresh air. exercise
and lots of fun." All participants also receive a spcrial
Bike-A-Thon patch when tliey
collect their pledges.
Cancer Society donations wiii
provide continued research
programs, patient ami community services, and professional education. Miami Valley
Regional Bfcyde Committee
plans include uststaece in
completing the northern extension of the River Bikeway to
Shoup Mill Road and in
helping outlying areas such as
Kettering. Oikwood. Miami
Township, Moraine,
Carrollton and Miamirburg
create or complt :e their connectors to the Rive; Bikeway.
Sponsor forms, p
lists for
the Thunder Road Pike-Afhen participant* and details
regarding each route vnd
starting point will be announced in mid-April.
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announcements
Easter beal Tewwon
A total of $241,450 was
pledged by area residents to
the 1979 Easter Seal Telethon
last weekend, announced
Telethon Chairman Jeanne
Freeling while $12,221,917
was raised nationally in 112
television markets coast to
coast. The 20-hour show was
broadcast locally by WKRC
Channnel 12 from Cincinnati.
Ohio and nationally from Hollywood, starring Jack Klugman, National Easter Seal
Chairman.
Last year, the local telethon
signed off the air with pledges
of $184,686, while the National
Telethon raised $8 million on
87 stations. Local host for the
marathon tfund-r.Msing event
was Nick Clooney and a special
guest was Easter Seal Child
Tracey Murphy
Funds raised by the telethon
will help provide rehabilitation
services for handicapped
children and adulti in the local
community. More than 95
percent of all funds raised by
Easter Seals in Ohio stay in
Ohio.
The telethon is a major fund
raising project of the Easter
Seal Society for Crippled
Children and Adults, Inc.
Hundreds of local volunteer
assisted in the event which
was broadcast from 11 p.m.
Saturday to 7 p.m. Sunday.
(March 24-25).
The Easter Seal Society is the
oldest and largest nonprofit
voluntary health agency that
provides direct rehabilitative
services to the physically handicapped. Last year the East
Seal Society served more than
25,000 handicapped children
and adults in Ohio through its
80 Easter Seal affiliates in the
state.

WSU Foundation Neva
Corporative Contribution Goal
The Wright State University
Foundation has retched 70
percent of its corporate appeal
drive to raise $100,000 by
June, it was announced recently by J. William Carig, Jr.,
corporate chairman and President of the L. M. Berry
Company.
The WSU Foundation's corporate campaign is a part of
the Foundation's annual appeal to assist the University in
needs that cannot be met from
public funds,
O. Edward
Pollock, Executive Director,
said. Donations are used for
such expenses as student
scholarships, special collections in the WSU Library and
for research.
The corporative drive began in
December of 1978 and will end
in June of this year. This is the
second corporation campiagn
held by the WSU Foundation,
Pollock Said.
At the foundation's recent
meeting, Harry K. Crowl,
president of WAVE/WDAO
radio Broadcasting, was elected vice-president of the WSU
Foundation. Mr. Crowl has

been a member of the Foundation since it was created in
12%7.

Ombudman'a Office
The Ombudsman's Office
provides many different services to the students, faculty
nd administration. As kn
information source, the office
offers a trained staff who will
try to assist you with cny
questions you may have about
university services or procedures.
The office also offers many
different information sources.
For example, we have handbooks cn:
-Tenants Anyone?
-Handbook for Victims of Sexual Assault
-Small Claims is a People's
Court
-Keeping Records: What to
Discard
FREE Notary Service.
and many others tor your
reference.
For further information, contact the Ombudsman's Office.
192 Allyn Hall.

III

Volunteer* Needed
Without you, the lifeline could
be cut. Someone may need you
to listen. Are you willing to be
a part of the Suidde Prevention Center Lifeline? Recruitment of volunteers for the
spring training is beginning
now. Volunteers are essential
to listen when people reach out
in need. Being a volunteer can
be an experience to enrich
your understanding of yourself
and others.
A new volunteer training session will be starting March 31,
1979. It is an intensive program that will be beneficial to
you personally as well as
others in your life. If you are
willing to be part of 'he
Lifeline, please call Suidde
Prevention Center, Phone;
225-3093 or write to Box 67,
Dayton, Ohio 45406.

Slater Callista Roy To Speak
The Wright State University
School of Nursing and the
School of Nursing Organization of Students' honor Sodety, Sigma Alpha Tbeta, are
co-presenting their 1979 Distinguished Lecturer, Sister
Callista Roy, R.M.. Ph.D..
Thursday. April 19,1979 at 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. in 109 Oelman
Hall. Her topic will be "The
Roy Adaptation Model or
Nursing and Its Application to
Practice."
Sister Callista Roy is Chairperson, Department of Nursing, Mount St. Mary's College. Los Angeles. She is on
the editorial board of Nurse
Educator Journal and is a
manuscript reviewer for Prentice-Hall and Research in Nursing and Health. Her publications
include
Conceptual
Models for Nursing Practice
(Second Edition) AppletonCentury Crofts and Theory
Construction in Nursing and
An AdaptaUjn Modd. Prentice-Hall.
The program is open to the
public at no charge. For information, call the School of
Nursing 873-3 1 3 1 .

A short course in
Bonded Bourbon.
First lesson:
Bonded Bourbon is so
unique that it took a n
act of Congress (in 1897)
to establish the
standards for
Old G r a n d - D a d
a n d other Bonded
whiskeys.

d o b Mooting
The first meeting of the
Wheelchair Spprts dub for this
quarter will include refreshments. Membershps for a year
ocludes a fret deb t-shTt for
u $5 .00 cperalv-Tshif. foe. We
will discuss and plan the
quarter's coming events. So
get active sad avoid the Spriag
lever syndrome!
On i l l I A

Expanded Horizons Office
The Expanded Horizons office
for women is now located in
131 Student Services at Wright
State University. Their new
telephone number is 873-2101.

100 is perfect.
Bonded Bourbon
must be 100 proof.
N o more. N o less.

Final exam.
You need only o a j
sip to recognize

Cheers!

I ill l|i l

Applications are mam M a c
accepted for OraAute Awatants ta ths College of EdacaUoa lor the I97M0 academic
y e « . Pic* up applications la
the School of Gtvdoate Studies
ia 10b O e t m u H a l or the
Graduate Studies office la 320
MUtatt H*SI. Deadline for OOMpletiag tbeae applications is
March 30.

A*

Old Grand-Dad Bonded
is authentic Kentucky sour-mash
Bourbon, m a d e with p u r e limestone
water, the finest grains, a n d aged in new
charred-oak barrels.

PUuHai'i

You can obtain needed extra]
cash by working nights orl
weekends as a security guard.
We furniah uniforms, training. I
and a generous uniform male-1
tenaace allowance. Can 224- j
7432 or apply M Sdte !20, 333 j
W. 1st Street. Dayton, Ohio I
45402.
i.l iX f u r

i f .r

• .

Only Bonded
whiskeys have a green
tax stamp. It's your guarantee that the whiskey is
at least four years old.
O l d G r a n d - D a d Bonded is
always aged longer.
fafVMKby
fcrftl.-vl in BIH«J O U C r * n d O«d D*-lilk-n t o . Frankfort kv 4oATI
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Superjocks to
celebrate UC birthday
These pictures depict "your
album station." WWSU 88.5 FM
with your very own 'SUPERJOCKS.' The " B a t t l e of the
'SUPERJOCKS' " will take place
Friday during the University Center's 10th Birthday Party and the
purpose, according to Curt Boykin. the Noon Buffoon, is "Just to
have fun" and to give WWSU
some additional recognition.
Listeners will have chances to
win albums and other prizes and
the Noon Buffoon revealed that
some of those prizes wouid take
the form of lunches, stickers,
"dates with some of our wild
jocks, and a chance to come down
and sit in on sume of our shows."
As an April Fool's spoof of Top
Forty radio, the 'SUPERJOCKS'
of WWSU are continuing an
age-old tradition.
According to the Noon Buffoon,
your chance to "win a duck on the
wall" could be soon. Along with

A WWSU 'SUPER]OCK' "aplnn" * record

the prizes that arc going to be
given away there will be "'poor
commercials" and possibly a loi
of things not to be taken over
seriously.
An example, you ask' The
Noon Buffoon has been hearing
strong rumors that "one jock is
going to do a show with no clothes
on and there has been another
report that one jock will come In
with a costume for April Fool's
Day." He added that free kisses
are to be given away.
The action will be taking place
"right here at WWSU" and the
'SUPERJOCKS' are going to
allow you to come in and watch
what they do while on the air
Hopefully there will be ' iots arm
lots of phone-in requests."
All the jocks at "your favorite
album rock station" urge you to
tune in to 88.5 FM. and get in on
the fun!

Guardian (lie photo

•SUPEKJOCK' family

A laid-back 1 ora She lion.

Guardian file photo

Hey ' Here it 'tis folks, the schedule for the "Battle of 'he
SUPERJOCKS. The Jay is this Friday, and it U be going on from 6
in the morning until 3 at night.
8attle of the SUPERJOCKS
t>-8 a.m.

Jeff Moore (tee Jeffries)

8-10

Phil Wilson (Grady Brock)

10-12

Tom Shelton (Tom Austin)

12-2

Curt Boykin (Nopn Buffoon)

2-4

Jerry Tritle (J.T. Superstar)

4-6

Ken Rinehart (Joe Kenny)

6-*»

Jack Rutledge (Jay Branson)

9-12 p.m.
12-3

Fred Tomlinson (Supcrjock in the nite time)
Mike Randall (Skip Townsend)

Dfac jocke.f Scow Slezak at work.
Guardian Ok photo
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Jackson album provides solid rock and roll
By ROK ( METCALF
Guardian Music Writer
LOOK SHARP!, Joe Jackson
(A&M). Word has it that a local
••album oriented rock" station's
program director ans» ered a
query ?bout why this lp wasn't on
the play list with. "We don't play
that kind of musk" here." The
caller retorted. "You mean you
don't play rock and rolll"
Jackson, as shown by the photo
on the back of the record jacket,
has the rare distinction of being
even uglier than Elvis Costel.o.
Anyone who passes up this album
on the basis of the dementedpunk visage peering from that
photo is missing some of the best
rock and roll around.
Jackson has more in common
with Costello than looks: misanthropy. acid wit and a flair for
uncomplicated but great-sounding rock similar to Costello's
rawest album. MY AIM IS TRUE.
IN THE TITLE track, he advises. "you gotta have no il-

lusions." It's a piece of counsel
he tikes to heart, as most r.f the
songs here attest.
Fools in Love, featuring
Graham Maby's melodic, reggae
influenced bass wcrk, completely
rips to shreds any visions of
romanticism attached to "romantic love." Lovers, he claims, arc
people who "gently tear each
other limb from limb." The song
is an anthem of bitterness:
"Fools in iove. they think
they're heroes
•Cause they get to feel more
pain.
I say fools in love are
zeroes--"
He quickly asserts his authority
with the next line:
"I should know because this
fool's in love again."
Pretty Girls is an infectious
pop tune which advances the
misogynist notion that male lust
is the result of a conspiracy.

By LOHA LEWIS
Guardian Associate Writer
It is once again the beginning
of the Spring quartet, the last
chance of the year to raise your
grade point average. In every
school across the country, students are vowing not to get
behind this quarter: for once they

most apply. In this same section,
he recommends his own form of
classroom notes, a combination of
content, review, and your own
insights.

SUNDAY PAPERS DOES for

the sensationalist "penny dreadful" newspaper what Costello's
Radio, Radio did for bland radio
programmers. It immediately
grabs the attention musically and
lyrically. Maby's bass is the lead
instrument here, with Gary Sanford's guitar used strictly for
rhythm-the jerkily loping bass
melody immediately captures the
listener's attention.
The lyrics keep the listener
•nvolved: "Mother doesn't go out
anymore-" the song begins"Just sits at home and rolls her
spastic eyes." "Mother" doesn't
need to venture outdoors when
she can turn to the authoritative
feature article which filters reality
to a safe, simple formula. "Reality" is defined in terms of The
National Enquirer'* reality-everything from " b i s h o p and the
actress" to "how to drive your
car." He sums up the unquestioning attitude of people like
"Mother": "Well 1 got nothin'
'gainst the press / They wouldn't

print it if it wasn't true."
Happy Loving Couples is something of an anthem for the
liberation of single people whose
married or otherwise paircd-off
friends constantly attempt to
convert them: "Till 1 become one
of two of a kind / ...Those happy
couples ain't no friends of mine."
Jackson displays his lack of selfimportance by abruptly ending
the final repetition of the song's
hook line with a terse, "Rig'ntthat's enough!"
ONE MORE Time is a classic
rocker, giving Sanford a gcod

chance to shine as lead guitarist.
Is She Really Going Out with
Him? (which is getting airplay on
local FM stations) is a funny,
catchy pop song about a man who
can't believe his miserable luck
with women, considering the
types who are doing better.
Is She Really Going Out with
Him? also provides an accurate
assessment of Jackson himself
and this excellent album:
"They say that looks don't
count for much
And so there goes your
proof.

Book may help student grades

will not wait until the last week
to write those research papers
and read those long texts.
It is to those well-meaning
students that The How to go IO
College Book by Michael Gross
(S3.95, Passage Publishing) is
directed. It isn't a road map to
major Ohio universities, it's a
step-by-step method for improving sagging grades.
GROSS AIMS his worii for the
tfiree basic student types; the one
taking a course just for the credit,
the student who honestly eifjoys
the subject, at tf-t fellow who
can't, make up his mind whethei
he likes it or not. To all of these
students he advises - read the text
and pay attention in class. Gross
goes on to give logical reasons for
doing so, not just because it's the
"right" thing to do.
The How to go to College Book
is divided into major topics, like
study methods, taking exams,
and doing research projects.
As a guide to outside studying.
Gross has devised a set of 15
study skills. These skills incorporate reading, underlining, and
note-taking. Depending upon the
type of class you are studying for.
you select the skills which would

'

*
35 W. Fifth St.
Dayton, Ohio
Tel. 222-1764

Tonight: Dave Gordon

This Weekend: TheCorndrinkers
Every Tuesday: Musicians' Co-op

fjoots
get 'em at

Leather Horseman!

78 East Franklin Street. Centerville. Ohio j
in the center of Centerville » 433^8922 j

c§ Max & Erma's
50 s Night
Tonight March 29s

m
GIVES YOU MORE OF
WHAT YOU GO OUT FOR!

o The area's most spectacular lighted
^
dance floor, fantastic sound,
(^electronic games, a huge circular bar
and much more.
-THURS-

o

WDJX NIGHT
-FRIPARTY N I G H T
DRINK AND DROWN
AND ONE LOW P R I C E
M A K E S YOUR N I G H T !

$$$$CASH $$$$
For your good used
record albums
SPUDCITY RECORDS
5078 Brandt Pike
(Lofino's Plaza)
Huber Heights
233-9011
Open U-8M-F, 11-6Sat.

GROSS RECOMMENDS that
students form a personal test
" r i t u a l " to be repeated just

OPEN AT 8 P.M. EVERY NIGHT EXCEPT MOND

F R E E LIGHTED
jj

w w w w w W ' "

PARKINC

o• o• o• o• o
JIN FOREST PARK PLAZA ONN MAIN ST

Iteitad btttind the Dayton Hill 8901 Kto?trid§e

I
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Local residents pessimistic on economy
By IORA LEWIS
Guardian Associate Writer
Wright State University's Center for Consumer Studies has
completed its annual research
study and found a greater feeling
of pessimism among local residents than among the rest of the
nltion

Dr. Beverly Anderson, center
director, described the office and
its job. "We are part of the
Institute for Community and Organizational Development." she
explained. "The Institute is part
of the College of Business and

Administration.
"WE OPERATE a 1,000 family
panel, demogtaphicaliy balanced
to represent the Dayton area,
Once a year we do this economic
survey.
"They (*he panel members! are
scientifically selected. People are
invited to join the panel and they
must fill out a demographic
information c a r d . " Families
which fit the needed economic
requirements arc chosen. Anderson noted that the center could
only accept a certain number of
higher income families and still

Summer Employment
Work-Study College Students

maintain a correct balance.
Once selected, these 1,000
families are involved in answering the center's survey. They are
questioned about such things as
spending habits and plans, and
economic worries.
THIS YEAR'S survey, conducted soon after the Frigidaire
sale announcement, showed a
deep pessimism about the state of
the economy.
The survey found that most
a"-ea residents believe that the
U.S. economy is getting worse;
that prices and inflation will
continue to increase making it

harde; for consumers to keep
pace, and that there will be a
rising local unemployment rate.
The survey also reported that
most do not have confidence in
President Carter's anti-inflation
proposals.
Consumers expect to have to
pay more for food and medical
expenses, too. This is due to the
rapidly increasing costs and not
because of an increase in consumption.
IT WAS NOTED that although
last year's survey was done
shortly after a cutback at NCR.
the pessimism is much greater

this year. Anderson offered a
possible explanation. "Last year
they thought new jobs would
come." she speculated. "After
Frigidaire they don't foresee a lot
of new ones entering the area."
While most are considering
some cutbacks in spending on
non-essentials, many still consider such things as vacations
very important. The survey
showed that 44 percent of these
people will be spending the same
amount of money on a vacation as
they did last year. About 23
percent said that they will be
spending more money than in the
past for vacations.

'College'book gives suggestions

The City of Fairborn is currently accepting summer employment
applications from Work-Study qualified individuals for positions as
Recreation Leaders and Parks Maintainers. Applicants must be
qualified under the Work-Study Program. Previous experience in
coordinating recreation programs or in park maintenance is a plus.
Both full-time and part-time positions are available. More
information and applications may be obtained at the Personnel
Office, 44 West Hebble Avenue, Fairborn. Ohio 45324. Phone:
879-1730. ext. 206.
*

exams.
The most important part of the
before each exam. His own book, however, is his section on
involves packing a special kit of tackling a large term paper. Gross
pencils, pens, paper, and snacks first divides the assignment into
i—
f 11——i
y - w v w i I n I i i i u a to take with him. and treating
smaller, more manageable sechimself to breikfast at a local tions. He then uses the method of
jSubjects Being Sought For An
rest?urani. Gross also suggests note taking on three-by-five cards
i Investigation In Motion Sickness
that any method of calming down to begin the body of his paper. He
just before the test is also is clear on the reasons for using
I To be conducted at the Wright-Patterson Aeroapace Medical J important. Besides these "psych- this style and why beginning
| Research Laboratory , by Gerald Goldlng, M.D. of the WSU ! ing up" ideas, he provides a time early is so important.
( Aerospace Mcdlclne Program.
j allotment formula for deterGross is no 'goody-goody'. He
mining the amount of time to lists the advantages of drugs and
{Subjects Will Be Reimbursed For Their
allow for each question. Gross alcohol before tests as well as the
I Participation. Call Sam to 5pm:278-9185i also addresses the specific meth- disadvantages. Gross also seems
(WSU Dept. of Community Medicine) | ods to apply to different types of wise to the tricks that will make a
paper stand out. and the best
ways to ingratiate oneself to the
instructor. He also includes the
best ways of surviving a bad test
score with creative lying and
maneuvering.
[continued from page 9]

THERE ARE some problems
with the book, though. Gross fails
to suggest that students check
with their own instructors on the
style of foot-noting. A few of his
suggestions arc too frivolous for
actual application: Gross recommends signing up for two or three
more classes than usual at registration, then dropping the ones
you don't like later. Not many
students would have the time to
take advantage of his 'brownie
point' section, either, and he
forgets that many students will
have two or even three exams on
the same day.
The How to go to College Book
might be a little depressing for
upperclassmen who are too set in
their ways to change, but for
others it might really be the
difference between A's and C's.
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Lecturers praise Einstein at Sinclair College
ijy ADR1ENNE MCEVOY
Guardian Associate Writer
A symposium honoring Albert
Einstein's 100th anniversary was
held at Sinclair Community College March 25th. The afternoon
event featured lecturers from
several universities who spoke
%bout four aspects of Einstein's
life
After the ritu,*l of Jaying the
kaddish, a Hebrew funeral
nrayer. Professor Paul Zweifel
addressed Einstein's accomplishments as a scientist. He remarked
vtxi Einstein should have wor
r;fth; Nobel prizes for such
Achievements as his innovative
studies in statistical mechanics,
his theories concerning the generation and transmission of light.

his discoveries of quantum mechanics and solid state physics, and
his theories of radiation and
relativity. Zweifel, the director of
the Laboratory for Transport Theory and Mathematical Physics at
Virginia Polythechnic Institute,
referred to Einstein as "perhaps
the greatest intellect of recorded
history."

through his actions, not through
his adherence to the Jewish faith.

"Einstein: Man of Peace" was
presented by Loyd Swenson. a
professor of history at the University of Houston. Swenson's
studies are in the history oi
science, and he has written a book
about Einstein soon to be released. Swenson's speech cenELLIS RIVKLN, a professor at tered on Einstein's pacifist stand
Hebrew Union .College an<? Jew - before and after World War II in
ish historian, -*ealt with Ein- the form of two documents, a
stein's childhood development as Manifesto to Europeans and the
ir related to his later role as a Russell-Einstein Manifesto, writhumanist. Rivkin outlined three ten with Bertrand Russell. Swenfacets of Einsiein's Jewish identi v», also used Einstein's brief cortv his search for God. his respondence with Sigmund Freud
search to- peace, justice and a- ev'ierce of both intellects'
goodness and his identification desire tor world peace.
with the fate and destiny of the
Professu- Theo Nonnenmacher
Jewish people." Rivkin described
Einstein as a religious man dean with Hinstein in terms of his

Lecture series being held

birthplace of Ulm, Germany. A
professor of physics at the University of 'Jim and currently >
visiting faculty membe. t t : Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Nonenmacher gave the audience •••
pictorial and gcneological view •>'
Einstein's life in Germany. T
professor noted that Jews *• s
never a large percentage of rl city's population, although mosi
of the Einstein family settler ir
Ulm. N'oniermacher concluuco
with tmsteir s reestablishm -r
of contact with his binhpt«ce
through letters to public offu .il;
in Ulm. Toitey. there is an anm:»l
celebration oi Einstein's birthua>
In the c'ty.

IN THESE presentations finstein was compared to India's
Mahatnm Gandhi, a roar, the
scientist greatly admired. Sweiison described Einstein as
charismatic leader." Zweifel com-

mented upon Einstein's ability to
take the abstractions of modem
physics anu pu: ihem in a layman's terms. Zweifel considered
Einstein's theory of relativity to
be "an elegant and relatively
simple explanation of nature. '
""he program Honoring Einstein
during March and April at Sinclair was partially funded by the
Ohio Program in the Humanities,
with the assistance of the Instilutr for Advanced Studies, the
Snvthsonian Institution, the National Academy of Sciences and
the American Institute of Phys'cs.
The nest local event to mar!.
Far.stein's centennial will be an
.-xfibit at Rlair Hall on the
Sinclair camous called •_ nst--.tr.
Imige and impact. Th< exhibi;
wili be on display April 16. 1" and
!8. The pu'jlic ir invited at nc
charge.

Spring Term Employment
By BOB MYERS
Guardian News Editor
A lecture series titled "Issues
Facing Women" is being presemed by Wright State and the
Ohii Program in the Humanities.
Tb series is designed to inform
women and men about women's
role m society, historical roles, of
women, and current issues facing
ih-m.
Two of the lectures have already been held. The next lecture
will be about women's reflection
in the literature and art of the
19th century.
JEANNE BALLANTINE, co-director of the "Issu*s Facing
Women" lectur: series, said that i
she had started organizing the
program because of u friend's
suggestion. She said loaf the
program is one of nine in the state
of Ohio funded by the Ohio
Program in the Humanities
(OPH). The OPH funds projects
involving people active in the
hi inanities.
Ballantine stressed that the
series was designed to Inform
people, not make them support
any particular issue such M the

Equal Rights Amendment (ERA).
She added that the lectures are
conducted in an informal atmosphere, with comments from the
audience welcomed.
Upcoming lectures cover such
diverse topics as the suffragette
movement in the early I900's,
women in the work force, sexroles in dance, women's revolt in
the 1960's, and a debate on
feminism.

The series will continue through
May 23.

ANYONE WANTING further
information should contact either
Ballantine or Barbara Renchkovsky, Sociology, at ext. 2666.

Work-Study College Stuaents
The City of Fairbom has immediate openings for college
Work-Study 'nalified in its administrative and maintenance
departments. These arc part-time positions (up to 20 houts per 1
week) that will also be available on a full-time or part-lime schedule <
during the summer.
Further information and applications arc a\a..ab,e from the!
Personnel Office. 44 West Hebblc Avenue. Fairborn. Ohio 45324.

FRIDAY
KiARCH 30

Lecturers include faculty from
WSU and Antioch College, as
well as authors, a critic for the
Village Voice, and Women's
Rights Activists.
The lectures ore being held in
the Payton PuMic Library. 21,5
East Third St. Ballantine stressed
that patrolmen would be in the
well-lighted parking area to provide security.
The lectures are held every
Wednesday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
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Men's tennis team gains experience on road
By PAUL NUGENT
Guardian Special Writer
The Wright State men's tennis
team returned from their South
Carolina trip with an 0-4 record,
but galne4 valuable experience,
and according to Coach Bill
Cleveland, "learned a lot."
The week long trip over spring
break saw the team face strong
competition from 'our differeni
South Carolina warns. First year
coach Bill Cleveland, who played
tennis at Wright State a few years
ago, said. "The trip was a success
despite the 0-4 record. We'd only
been practicing two weeks before
the trip, and the teams we played
had been practicing for months.
He labelled those teams "tournament tough."

Junior College transfer Donny
CLEVELAND TOOK a young
team South, and was unsure how Jackson, who recently gained his
they would play. Following the eligibility, is expected to move up
trip, he remarked, "They per- to the number four position. Also
formed better than 1 expected. working out with the team are
We.'Jey Maxwell and Jeff KirI'm excite J about this season "
U'ngitis.
Cleveland praised the performance of his number one player,
THIS WEEK OFFERS ample
sophomore Dave McScmek. who opportunity to view the Raiders at
defeated a junior college All- home, as they have matches
American from Anderson Junior against Northern Kentucky,
College. McSemeck teamed up Thursday at 2:30 p . m . , and
with the number two player, Bowling Green, Friday at 3 p.m.
The Raiders then travel to
senior Mark Be:»dah; for the top
doubles team. Also playing in Louisville to meet Bellarminc, a
South Carolina were Mark Cun- team they will face later in the
diff, Eric Gfllispie. Greg Milano season (Apr. 21) at home. The
and Tim Barney. Barney, along Raiders will play ten home games
with McScmek, produced wins beginning today, a fact which
against his Anderson Junior Col- may prove beneficial to the young
lege opponents.
team.
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(first half of the season)
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
1979 Men's TennU Schedule
Thu., Mar. 29 Northern Kentucky
WSU
Fri.. Mar. 30 Bowling Green WSU
S « . , Mar. 31 Bellarmine
Louisville, Kentucky
Central State
Xavier
Wittenberg

WSU
Cincinnati, Ohio

Cleveland State

WSU

Tue.. Apr. 17
Thu., Apr. 19
Sat., Apr. 21
Tue., Apr. 24
Thu., Apr. 26

Northern Kentucky
Morehead Stat:
Bellas-mine

Highland Heights, Ky.
Morehead, Ky.
WSU
WSU
WSU

Tue., May 1
Wed . May 2
Fri., May 4
Sat., May 5

WSU
Xavier
WSU
Sinclair
Ohio University Quad-Morehead
Ohio University Quad • O.u.

Fri., Apr, 6
Sat., Apr. 7

college, school, or division of e n r o l l m e n t
d a t e s of e n r o l l m e n t
class r a n k
degree(s) e a r n e d , if a n y
major
dates(s) of degree(s) e a r n e d
honors
Public i n f o r m a t i o n , as d e f i n e d b v the U n i v e r s i t y ,
is d i f f e r e n t from directory I n f o r m a t i o n - n a m e ,
address, and t e l e p h o n e n u m b e r of t h e s t u d e n t - whioh is w i t h h o l d w h e n t h e s t u d e n t checko t h e
a p p r o p r i a t e box on any q u a r t e r ' s r e g i s t r a t i o n
form.
Any c u r r e n t l y enrolled s t u d e n t w i s h i n g to p r e v e n t
rhe release of p u b l i c i n f o r m a t i o n d u r i n g t h e
soring q u a r t e r s h o u l d complete a r e q u e s t form in
the office of S t u d e n t D e v e l o p m e n t , 122 Allyn Hall,
no later t h a n Monday , April 2, 1979

STUDENTDEVELOPMEMTSTUOEMTOEVEO
I PMEMT

* * * * * • * * * » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * *

Bluffton
Morehead State

Athens. Ohio
Athens, Ohio

Men's volleyball
team rebuilding
By SCOTT DAVIS
Guardian Special Writer
The Wright State men's volleyball team is rebuilding this season
after a disappointing 0-20 record
last year.
"What we're trying to d o , "
said coach Peggy Wynkoop, "is
establish our confidence. We
want to move up from the bottom
of our league, be fifth, sixth, or
even seventh, but not eighth."
THE RAIDERS ARE 3-20 so far
this season, having defeated Purdue once and Cincinnati twice.
The team is led on the court by
Marlin Weisenbarger. " H e ' s our
best pisyer," Wynkoop said. "He
could play on any team in our
league."
Since this is only the second
y ^ "

U n d e r th«? p r o v i s i o n s of t h e Family E d u c a t i o n a l
Bights a n d P r i v a c y Act of 1974, a s t u d e n t h a s t h e
r i g h t to w i t h h o l d t h e reloase of public I n f o r m a t i o n
to persons or i n s t i t u t i o n s o u t s i d e t h e U n i v e r s i t y .
Public I n f o r m a t i o n includes:

Springfield. Ohio

V

5 U

h i S

h

"

d

"

• » ' »

.olieyball team, Wynkoop is concentrating on building a solid
program and establishing vollev-

ball as a major competitive sport
Wright State. She noted that a
lack of experienced players in t h ;
area makes that goal a little
harder to achieve.

at

"The only high school volleyball programs in Ohio are for
girls," Wynkoop explained. "The
local players are mainly just good
athletes who we have taught to
play volleyball."
THE TEAM HAS nine games
remaining this season, and Wynkoop is confident her team will do
well. "If everything goes right we
could win all our matches," she
said. " I don't really expect to
lose. ar.d if we play right we
won't."
. , , C IRaiders'
\BIUC13 U
C . «game
,
The
next
is at
7:30 p . m .
Thursdty,
g g a i n „ Harlham College.
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*
attfriglttState....
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Now hove a free sucker on us:

Hie

Candy Counter
Ue«tri ta npper Iml Unf*artfty Cutar,

UntortHy Cant»r Dcy Owfy
{Fry«y, Mir&h 10)
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